What can you find on our website?

We show you here:
This is what you can find on our website.
Our website address is:
www.leibniz-fli.de

Remember:
The contents of our website are not in easy language.

EN is for English

First of all, to see our website in English, go to the upper right corner at the top of the page and click on the EN next to the DE. This will take you to the English-language version of the website.

FLI Logo

Our logo is at the top left of the page.
It looks like this:
If you click on the logo, then you go back to the **homepage**.

There is also a different way. Click on the **small house** in the menu bar.

The **menu bar** is the green stripe that goes across the top of the page under the logo.

The house is all the way on the left. The **house** looks like this:

![Menu Bar](image)

**Menu Bar**

The menu bar has 5 **menu points**. Click on one of the menu points. Then, below it, you see more **sub-points**.

You can find a lot of information in them. This is what the **menu bar** looks like:
Here you can find information about our **Research**.

For example:

- What are our **main research areas**?
- What **research groups** are there at the FLI?
- What research groups do we work together with?

You can also find information about the **publications of our researchers**.

An example of a publication is:

An article in a **scientific journal**.
We also explain about our **animal tests**. If we do animal tests, then we have to follow a lot of **rules and laws**. You can read about that here.

### Menu Point -> Career Development

Here you can find our **vacancies (jobs for people)**.

For example:

We have jobs for **students and PhD students**.

A PhD student writes a **PhD thesis** (a long paper) at the FLI.

We also have **apprenticeships**, to teach young people.
Here you can find information about our institute.
You can learn about the history of the institute.
We explain the different parts of our institute.
For example: There is a Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors makes important decisions about what the institute should do.
And there is a Members Assembly.
You can download our **yearly report** and our **press releases**.

There is also a **list of our employees**.

We also tell you **how to find us**.

You can come by **train, car, or plane** to us.

There is also a lot more information.

---

**Menu Point -> News & Events**

Here you can find **Events** from our institute.

There are also important pieces of **News**.
The events are for scientists. We also have **events for the public**. That means: everyone can come. Here you can find **what events will happen soon**.

**Menu Point -> Why We Age**

Here you find information about **Aging (getting older)**. We explain:

- Why do we age?
- Why is research on aging important?
- How can we stay healthy as we age?
Small Menu Bar
There is also a small menu bar on our website. This menu bar is at the top right side of the homepage.

The small menu bar looks like this:

Contact | Imprint | Data Privacy | Accessibility | Easy language | Intranet  EN DE

Here you can find more information.

Contact
Here it tells you how you can contact us.

Imprint
Here you can read about who made the website.

Data Privacy
If you are on our website, then we get data about you. For example:

• What time you visited the site,
• What you downloaded from the site,
• Your IP address.

The IP address is a long number from your computer. Every computer has a number like this.

We protect your data.
There are rules and laws about this in Germany and Europe. We obey these rules and laws. You can learn more from the menu point Data Privacy.

**Accessibility**

The **Accessibility Statement** (Erklärung zur Barrierefreiheit) tells us:

How accessible is our website?

Are there still barriers on our website?

A barrier is something that makes it difficult for some people to use the website. Then there will be a list of these barriers in the statement.

Maybe the whole website doesn’t need to be accessible. Maybe there are some exceptions. Then there will be a list of these exceptions in the statement.

**Easy language**

Here you can find information about our institute in easy language.

**Intranet**

This area is for our employees. It has important information for them.
EN/DE
Here you can change the language of the website. Click on EN or DE. EN is for English. DE is for German.

Search
If you want to look for something on the website, you can use the search box.

This is the little magnifying glass in the top right corner. It looks like this:

Click on the magnifying glass. Then an empty box opens up. Type what you are looking for into the empty box. Click on the magnifying glass again. Then you get a list of what it finds with the words that you typed.
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